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Many tumors, including lymphomas, up-
regulate expression of CD46 to escape
destruction by complement. Tumor cells
are therefore relatively resistant to therapy
by monoclonal antibodies, which act
through complement-dependent cytotox-
icity (CDC). From an Escherichia coli ex-
pression library of adenovirus type 35
fiber knob mutants, we selected a variant
(Ad35K��) that had a higher affinity to
CD46 than did the natural Ad35 fiber

knob. We demonstrated that incubation
of lymphoma cells with recombinant
Ad35K�� protein resulted in transient re-
moval of CD46 from the cell surface.
Preincubation of lymphoma cells with
Ad35K�� sensitized cells to CDC, trig-
gered by the CD20-specific monoclonal
antibody rituximab. In xenograft models
with human lymphoma cells, preinjection
of Ad35K�� dramatically increased the
therapeutic effect of rituximab. Blood cell

counts and organ histology were normal
after intravenous injection of Ad35K��

into mice that express human CD46. The
presence of polyclonal anti-Ad35K�� anti-
bodies did not affect the ability of
Ad35K�� to enhance rituximab-mediated
CDC in in vitro assays. The Ad35K��-
based approach has potential implica-
tions in monoclonal antibody therapy of
malignancies beyond the combination
with rituximab. (Blood. 2010;115:592-600)

Introduction

Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) have emerged as a class of novel
oncology therapeutics. To date, there are 27 marketed therapeutic
mAbs, including 10 specific for malignant disease, and there are
hundreds of mAbs currently in clinical development. Among the
mAbs approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for
hematologic malignancies is rituximab (Mabthera, Rituxan). Ritux-
imab is a humanized unconjugated immunoglobulin G1 mAb
against CD20. CD20 is expressed on the surface of normal
B lymphocytes and B-cell lymphoma but not on hematopoietic
stem cells, pro-B cells, and plasma cells. Rituximab is currently
used for the treatment of B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL),
mantle cell lymphoma, hairy cell leukemia, chronic lymphocytic
leukemia. The most common B-cell lymphoid cancer is NHL, with
an estimated 66 120 new cases of B-cell NHL diagnosed in 2008,
and an estimated 19 160 deaths from this disease occurred last year
in the United States (http://www.cancer.org/downloads/STT/
2008CAFFfinalsecured.pdf). Notably, since the introduction of
rituximab therapy for B-cell NHL, the 5-year survival rate in-
creased only 16%, from 48% (1975-1977) to 64% (1996-2003),
indicating that many patients are or become resistant to
rituximab treatment.

Therapeutic mAbs often confer killing of tumor cells by several
mechanisms, including blocking and/or deregulating vital survival
pathways and stimulating immune effector mechanisms, that is,
antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity and complement-
dependent toxicity (CDC). A series of studies have shown that
rituximab is effective in inducing CDC on B-cell lymphoma
cells.1-6 The therapeutic potential of rituximab is significantly
limited because of the ability of hematopoietic malignancies to

block CDC by the overexpression of membrane complement
regulatory proteins, such as CD46, CD55, and CD59.7-9 Several
preclinical studies have shown that tumor cells can be sensitized to
rituximab-induced CDC by CD55 and/or CD59 blocking antibod-
ies.10,11 A similar effect was seen with antisense oligonucleotides
against CD55 and CD46, whereby these studies showed a predomi-
nant role of CD46 in protection of tumor cells against CDC.12 In
addition to blocking complement activation, CD55 and CD59 are
also involved in T-cell activation.13,14 This might give tumor cells
that lost these 2 proteins a selective advantage in escaping
immune-mediated destruction and might explain why CD55 and
CD59 are often absent on tumors.8 Therefore, it is generally
thought that CD46 alone can protect tumor cells from complement
lysis.15 Because of this, as well as the observation that CD46 is
uniformly expressed at high levels on many malignancies,8,16-21

including hematologic malignancies,8,9 our strategy to sensitize
tumor cells to mAbs is centered on CD46.

CD46, a membrane-linked glycoprotein that is expressed on all
cells except red blood cells, attaches to complement fragments C3b
and C4b that are bound to host cells and then serves as a cofactor
for their targeted destruction by the plasma serine protease factor I
(reviewed in Liszewski et al22). CD46 is also a receptor for several
pathogens, including measles virus, Neisseria gonorrhoeae and
Neisseria meningitides, group A Streptococcus, and human herpes
virus 6. We and others reported that CD46 is a high-affinity
receptor for a series of human adenovirus (Ad) serotypes.23-25

Among the serotypes that use CD46 is serotype 35. Ad35 engages
CD46 by residues in the C-terminal trimeric fiber knob domain.24

More recently, using an expression library of Ad35 fiber knob with
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random mutations, we found that the amino acid residues within
the Ad35 knob that mediate binding to CD46 are localized on
2 opposite ends of the fiber knob.26 This implies that 1 CD46
monomer binds between 2 Ad35 knob monomers. This, together
with the trimeric structure of the Ad35 knob, leads to a tight
association with CD46 and cross-linking of several CD46 mol-
ecules. Using the Ad35 fiber knob Escherichia coli expression
library, we also identified a set of Ad35 knob mutants with
increased affinity to CD46.27 Although the KD (equilibrium disso-
ciation constant) of wild-type knob (Ad35K) was 14.64nM, one of
the selected mutants, Ad35K��, containing a double Asp207Gly-
Thr245Ala substitution, had a 23.2-fold higher affinity to CD46
(0.63 nM) (Figure 1A). The recombinant Ad35K�� protein can
efficiently be produced in soluble form in E coli and purified by
affinity chromatography. In this study, we show that incubation of
tumor cells with Ad35K�� leads to transient CD46 internalization,
which in turn sensitizes cells to rituximab-mediated CDC in vitro
and in animal models for lymphoma.

Methods

Production of fiber knobs

Ad35 fiber knobs with increased affinity to CD46 were selected from an
E coli expression library.27 The knob domains were produced in E coli with
N-terminal tags of 6 consecutive histidine residues and purified by Ni-NTA
agarose chromatography as described elsewhere.26 The fiber knob proteins
were dialyzed against 20mM HEPES, 200mM NaCl, 17% glycerol.
Endotoxin tests were performed with the Limulus Amebocyte Lysate test kit
from Cape Cod Inc. For in vivo studies, preparations of recombinant
Ad35K�� with less than 0.25 EU/mL endotoxin were used.

Cells

Human lymphoma cell lines Raji (ATCC CCL-86), Mino (ATCC CRL-
300), Farage (ATCC CRL-2630), and BJAB cells (obtained from Edward
A. Clark, University of Washington) were cultured in RPMI supplemented
with 10% FBS and with L-glutamine and penicillin/streptomycin. Culture
conditions for primary chronic lymphocytic leukemia cells are described in
the supplemental information (available on the Blood website; see the
Supplemental Materials link at the top of the online article). Peripheral
blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from healthy donors were provided by
Nora Disis (Tumor Vaccine Group, Department of Oncology, University of
Washington).

Antibodies

Rituximab was from Genentech Inc. Daclizumab was from Roche Pharma-
ceuticals. All antibodies and conditions used for immunofluorescence and
flow cytometric studies are described in the supplemental text.

Image acquisition

After washing, the slides were mounted with Vectashield containing DAPI
(Vector Laboratories). Immunofluorescence microphotographs were taken
on a Leica DMLB microscope (40� oil lens; Leica) with a Leica
DFC300FX digital camera and Leica Application Suite Version 2.4.1 R1
(Figures 1D-I, 3A, 4A, and supplemental Figure 3; Leica Microsystems).
Confocal microphotographs were taken on a Zeiss LSM 510 microscope
and processed with Zeiss 510 software (supplemental Figure 2; Zeiss
MicroImaging).

Ad35 infection studies

The Ad35-GFP vector has been described previously.28 For transduction
studies, 2 � 105 cells were incubated with PBS or 20 �g/mL Ad35K or
Ad35K�� knob in 200 �L of medium at room temperature for 1 hour. Then
cells were washed twice with PBS and incubated with fresh media at 37°C.

Figure 1. Ad35 knob interaction with CD46. (A) Partial
amino acid sequence of wild-type fiber knob (Ad35K) and
the Ad35 knob mutants Ad35K-279 (ablated for CD46
binding) and Ad35K��. The corresponding affinities are
indicated. The localization of the critical amino acid
residues within a 3-dimensional model of the Ad35 fiber
knob domain has been reported recently.26,27 (B) CD46
surface levels. Raji cells were incubated with 20 �g/mL
Ad35K-279, Ad35K, Ad35��, or with anti-CD46 mAb. At
the indicated time points, surface CD46 levels of cells
were analyzed by flow cytometry. Shown is the percent-
age of CD46 levels (mean values and standard devia-
tions), compared with CD46 mean fluorescence intensity
of PBS-treated cells; n � 6; P � .021 for Ad35K versus
Ad35K�� samples (15 minutes, 6 hours, 24 hours, and
48 hours combined). (C) Ad35 knob surface levels. Raji
cells were incubated with Ad35K or Ad35K�� at room
temperature for 1 hour. After washing with PBS, cells
were incubated with fresh medium at 37°C for 15 minutes
(f) or 6 hours (�). The levels of cell-bound Ad35 knob
were analyzed by flow cytometry with the use of a mouse
anti-His tag antibody followed by an anti–mouse antibody
conjugated with Alexa Fluor 488. Shown is the fluores-
cence intensity (mean values and SDs); n � 6.
(D-I) Immunofluorescence microscopy analysis of CD46,
Cy3-Ad35K��, cathepsin B, and caveolin. For better
clarity of cytoplasmic signals, the microphotographs
shown are from HeLa cells. Similar results were obtained
with Raji cells. (J) Inhibition of Ad35-GFP infection. Raji
cells were treated with 20 �g/mL Ad35K-279, Ad35K, or
Ad35K�� for 24 hours and, after washing, infected with
Ad35-GFP at the indicated MOIs (multiplicities of infec-
tion). GFP expression was analyzed 24 hours later. Shown
are the mean values and SDs; n � 3.
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After 2 hours of incubation, cells were infected with Ad35-GFP. Virus
containing medium were substituted 2 hours after infection. Twenty-four
hours after infection, GFP expression was analyzed by flow cytometry.

In vitro viability assays

Raji cells (5 � 104/well) were plated in triplicate in 96-well plates with
RPMI complemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS, preincubated with
PBS, 25 �g/mL CD46 antibody (MEM-258; Serotec), or 25 �g/mL Ad35
knob proteins. Eight hours later, 15 �g/mL rituximab was added to cells and
incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes. Normal human serum
(NHS) was added to a final dilution of 1:5, and cells were incubated at 37°C
for another 3 hours. Viable cells in each well were counted after trypan blue
staining. Each sample was in triplicate, and each well was counted 4 times.
Three independent studies were performed. The assay conditions for other
cell types are described in the supplemental information.

Animal studies

All experiments involving animals were conducted in accordance with the
institutional guidelines set forth by the University of Washington and were
approved by the University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Mice were housed in specific-pathogen–free facilities. To establish the
xenograft lymphoma model, 3.5 � 106 Raji cells or 5 � 106 Farage cells in
200 �L of PBS was injected into the tail vein of immunodeficient severe
combine immunodeficient (SCID)/beige (C.B-17/IcrHsd-scid-bg) mice.
For survival studies, animals were checked every 12 hours. The end point
for Kaplan-Meier studies was the onset of hind leg paralysis or morbidity.
For immunization studies with Ad35 fiber knobs, CD46 transgenic C57Bl/6
mice line MCP8B received 3 subcutaneous injections of 5 �g Ad35K��

knob at days 0, 3, and 6. Serum was collected 4 weeks later and analyzed for
Ad-specific antibodies by Western blot.

Results

Removal of CD46 from cell surface

Flow cytometric studies showed high and relatively uniform levels
of CD46 on primary chronic lymphocytic leukemia (B-CLL) cells
and test lymphoma cell lines (supplemental Figure 1). We first
studied the effect of Ad35K�� on CD46 levels in Raji cells, a
CD20�, human Burkitt lymphoma cell line.

Flow cytometry showed that incubation of Raji cells with
Ad35K�� resulted in a 90% decrease of CD46 levels within
6 hours, after which surface CD46 was restored (Figure 1B). The
effect of the wild-type Ad35 fiber knob (Ad35K) was significantly
less pronounced. No decrease in CD46 levels was seen with an
Ad35 knob that was ablated for CD46 binding (Ad35K-279) or
with a mAb specific to a CD46 epitope different from that of the
anti-CD46 detection antibody. Together with a decrease of surface
CD46, we also found less cell-bound Ad35K and Ad35K�� knob
after 6 hours of incubation, indicating that CD46 and Ad35 knobs
are taken up together (Figure 1C).

Immunofluorescence microscopy for CD46 and Ad35K�� knob
further corroborated less surface CD46 in Ad35K��-treated cells
compared with cells incubated with Ad35K-279 at 30 minutes
(supplemental Figure 2) and 60 minutes (Figure 1D-E) after adding
knob proteins. At 12 hours (supplemental Figure 2) or 24 hours
(Figure 1F), cells treated with Ad35K�� showed predominantly
cytoplasmic CD46 staining, whereby it appeared that CD46 signals
were less than before incubation, indicating degradation of internal-
ized CD46-Ad35K��. CD46 reappeared on the cell surface by
48 hours (supplemental Figure 2). Internalized CD46 and Ad35K��

did not colocalize with the late endosomal marker cathepsin B
(Figure 1G; supplemental Figure 3A). Instead both proteins

costained with caveolin, an early endosomal marker at early time
points (Figure 1H-I; supplemental Figure 3B). Taken together, this
indicates that the internalized CD46-Ad35K�� complex is either
directly released from early endosomes to the cytosol or sorted to a
compartment different from late endosomes or lysosomes, where
subsequent degradation occurs. Overtime, de novo produced CD46
reappears on the cell surface.

Previous studies have shown that transduction with Ad35
fiber–containing Ad vectors directly correlates with the density of
CD46 on the cell surface.29 In transduction studies with a GFP-
expressing Ad35 vector (Ad35-GFP) that uses CD46 for infection,
we found that preincubation of Raji cells with Ad35K�� decreased
GFP expression levels more than 1000-fold, compared with cells
incubated with Ad35K-279 (Figure 1J). Note that the nonmutated
Ad35K protein conferred less protection from Ad35-GFP infection.

Taken together, these studies show that Ad35K�� incubation of Raji
cells results in transient removal of CD46 from the cell surface.

Incubation of lymphoma cells with Ad35K�� sensitizes
them to rituximab-mediated CDC in vitro

We then studied whether Ad35K�� incubation would render
lymphoma cells more susceptible to CDC induced by rituximab.
Initial experiments were done with Raji cells (Figure 2A). Incuba-
tion of Raji cells with rituximab followed by NHS, used as a source
of complement, resulted in killing of approximately 70% of Raji
cells within 3 hours (Figure 2A, PBS/rituximab � NHS). Note that
the remaining viable Raji cells had CD20 levels that were
approximately 50-fold lower than the mean CD20 fluorescence
level of the control population (no rituximab or no NHS). To test
whether the efficacy of rituximab-mediated CDC can be increased
by Ad35K��-triggered internalization of CD46, we incubated Raji
cells with Ad35K-279, Ad35K, and Ad35K�� for 8 hours. Ad35K
and Ad35K�� increased rituximab/NHS-mediated cell killing by
approximately 2- and 10-fold, respectively, compared with ritux-
imab/NHS alone. The sensitizing effect of Ad35K�� was seen at
doses as low as 25 ng/mL (supplemental Figure 4). Ad35K-279 had
no effect on rituximab/NHS-mediated killing. Preincubation of
Raji cells with anti-CD46 mAb in combination with rituximab/
NHS was significantly less efficient than preincubation with
Ad35K or Ad35K�� (anti-CD46 mAb versus Ad35K, P � .024).
In addition, the enhancing effect on rituximab CDC in vitro is
significantly greater for Ad35K�� than for Ad35K (P � .02).
Incubation of Raji cells with Ad35K or Ad35K�� together with
NHS caused an approximately 30% decline in cell viability, most
likely as a result of CDC when CD46 is blocked. To test the
specificity of rituximab-mediated CDC of CD20� lymphoma cells,
we used the humanized mAb daclizumab that binds to CD25,
which is not expressed on Raji cells (data not shown). There was no
significant cell killing mediated by this antibody when combined
with NHS (Figure 2A).

To consolidate our findings on Raji cells, we performed studies
with other CD20� lymphoma cell lines, including BJAB (Epstein-
Barr virus–negative Burkitt lymphoma), Farage (non-Hodgkin
B-cell lymphoma), and Mino (mantle cell lymphoma). In all cell
lines tested we found a significant increase in rituximab/NHS-
mediated cell killing when cells were preincubated with Ad35K��

(Figure 2B). Furthermore, we used primary cells from patients with
B-CLL (Figure 2C). Preincubation of B-CLL cells with Ad35K��

knob significantly increased the efficacy of rituximab/NHS treat-
ment. Notably, the cell sample that was most resistant to Ad35K��/
rituximab killing (CCL-3) had the lowest percentage of CD20�

cells and the lowest CD20 levels (see supplemental Figure 1).
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As outlined in the Introduction, CD20 is expressed on mature
human B cells. We therefore tested the cytotoxicity of our approach
on normal human B cells. When incubated with CD20� cells sorted
from normal human PBMCs, we found that rituximab killed 15%
of the cells and that the addition of NHS increased the percentage
of dead CD20� cells to 35%, compared with PBS-treated cells
(P � .05; Figure 2D). Preincubation with Ad35K�� resulted in
rituximab/NHS-mediated killing of approximately 75% of primary
CD20� cells. Ad35K�� incubation alone did not kill CD20�

PBMCs. The combination of Ad35K�� and NHS resulted in a
nonsignificant decline in cell viability (P � .12).

When total PBMCs were tested, no significant decrease in cell
viability was observed after incubation with rituximab/NHS and
Ad35K��/rituximab/NHS (Figure 2E), although incubation with
Ad35K�� caused a decrease in surface CD46 levels on PBMCs
(supplemental Figure 5). To further analyze the specificity of
Ad35K��/rituximab/NHS killing, we performed in vitro studies
with a series of primary human cell cultures, including vascular
endothelial cells, cornea epithelial cells, ovarian surface epithelial
cells, and foreskin fibroblasts (supplemental Figure 6). Incubation
of cells with rituximab/NHS did not cause cell death, which is not
surprising because these cell types do not express CD20. Notably,
Ad35K��/NHS and Ad35K��/rituximab/NHS resulted in an insig-
nificant decline of cell viability. Similar data were obtained after
incubation of CD20�-transformed cell lines such as HeLa (cervical
cancer), Mo7e (erythroleukemia), BT474 (breast cancer), SK-BR3

(breast cancer), A549 (lung cancer), and HT-29 (colon cancer) cells
with rituximab, Ad35K��/NHS, or Ad35K��/rituximab/NHS (data
not shown).

In summary, the in vitro studies show that Ad35K�� preincuba-
tion of primary CD20� PBMCs, primary B-CLL cells, and
lymphoma cell lines increases the cytotoxicity of rituximab. No
significant Ad35K��-mediated complement-mediated killing of
primary CD20� cells was observed.

Ad35K�� improves antitumor efficacy of rituximab in vivo

To establish a xenograft lymphoma model, we intravenously
injected Raji cells into immunodeficient CB17-SCID/beige
mice. At different time points after injection, mice were killed,
and peripheral white blood cells, splenocytes, cells from
mesenteric lymph nodes, and bone marrow cells were analyzed
for the presence of Raji cells by flow cytometry for human CD20
and immunofluorescence microscopy. HuCD20� Raji cells were
predominantly found in the bone marrow and lymph nodes and
were sparse in the spleen (Figure 3A). The percentage of
huCD20� cells increased from 20% plus or minus 4% (bone
marrow) and 5% plus or minus 1.2% (lymph nodes) at day 10
after Raji cell injection to 75% plus or minus 6% and 42% plus
or minus 8% at day 14 after injection. At days 15 or 16 after Raji
cell injection, mice developed hind leg paralysis, a symptom
that we eventually used as an end point in Kaplan-Meier

Figure 2. Ad35K��-sensitized cytolysis of lymphoma
cells in vitro. (A top) Scheme of the experiment with Raji
cells. Raji cells were incubated with anti-CD46 mAb, Ad35K-
279, Ad35K, or Ad35K��. Eight hours later, daclizumab or
rituximab were added to cells and incubated at room
temperature. After 30 minutes, NHS was added, and viable
cells were counted 3 hours later based on trypan blue
exclusion. (Bottom) Percentage of viable cells compared
with PBS-treated cells. Shown are the mean values and
standard deviations; n � 6. (B-C) Studies with other lym-
phoma cell lines (B) or primary cells from patients with
B-CLL (C). The experimental conditions were as described
in panel A. Significant differences (P � .05) are marked by
an asterisk. (D) Studies with normal human PBMCs. Human
PBMCs (pooled from 3 healthy donors) were sorted for
CD20� cells with the use of fluorescence-activated cell
sorting. CD20� cells were cultured for 3 days. A total of
105 cells were treated with Ad35K�� (25 �g/mL), followed by
rituximab (15 �g/mL) and NHS (25% final concentration)
8 hours later. Four hours after adding NHS, viable cells were
counted based on trypan blue exclusion. Cell viability of
PBS-treated cells was taken as 100%. There was no change
in cell viability for cells incubated with Ad35K��, rituximab,
or NHS alone. (E) Human PBMCs were cultured for 3 days
and treated as described in panel D. Shown are the mean
values and standard deviations; n � 5.
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survival studies. For therapy studies, 14 days after implantation
of Raji cells, mice received either 50 �g of (2.5 mg/kg)
Ad35K�� or 50 �g of CD46-binding ablated Ad35K-279 pro-
tein (Figure 3B). Ten hours later, either PBS or 50 �g of
rituximab was injected into the tail vein. One group of mice was
killed 12 hours later, and the effect of Ad35K-279, Ad35K��,
rituximab, and Ad35K��/rituximab on killing of Raji cells in
vivo was measured, based on the percentage of huCD20� cells
in the bone marrow and lymph nodes (Figure 3C). Compared
with Ad35K-279–treated control mice, no significant decrease
in huCD20� cell numbers was observed when Ad35K�� or
rituximab was injected alone. However, the combination of
Ad35K�� and rituximab resulted in a significant decrease in
huCD20� cells (P � .03). These findings were confirmed in
survival studies (Figure 3D); there was a remarkable increase in
survival when mice were treated with Ad35K��/rituximab
compared with rituximab only or Ad35K-279 treatment (ritux-
imab versus Ad35K��/rituximab, P � .005; Ad35K-279 versus
Ad35K��/rituximab, P � .001). There was no difference in
survival between the control (PBS or Ad35K-279) and Ad35K��

only groups. Compared with the wild-type Ad35K protein,
Ad35K�� exerted a significantly stronger enhancing effect on
rituximab therapy (supplemental Figure 7). Rituximab at a dose
of 2.5 mg/kg alone did not exert a significant therapeutic effect

in vivo (Ad35K-279 versus rituximab, P � .129); however, a
further increase to a dose of 12.5 mg/kg resulted in therapeutic
efficacy (supplemental Figure 8). (Notably, doses from 2 to
25 mg/kg rituximab are used in clinical settings.) Furthermore,
we tested several additional therapy schemes and found that an
approach that involves 2 cycles of double Ad35K�� injection
followed by rituximab application (Figure 3E) enabled long-
term survival of mice that received a transplant with Raji
lymphoma cells. Note that treatment was started at as advanced
stage, that is, 3 days, before the control mice would die. Sixty
percent of Raji lymphoma-bearing mice survived longer than
44 days (the time of follow-up) with treatment regiments of 2
times (rituximab � Ad35K��), whereas all PBS-treated mice
died within 16 days after Raji cell transplantation (Figure 3F).

Next, we tested our approach in a second tumor model that used
the human NHL cell line Farage (Figure 4). Intravenous injection
of 5 � 106 cells into CB17-SCID/beige mice resulted in onset of
morbidity/paralysis at day 23. At this time, Farage cells had
massively infiltrated the bone marrow, mesenteric lymph nodes,
and spleen as shown by immunofluorescence microscopy with
anti-huCD20 antibodies (Figure 4A). In these organs huCD20�

cells displayed a predominantly nodular neoplastic growth pattern,
which is characteristic for follicular NHL in humans. Treatment of
mice was started at day 21 after injection of Farage cells (Figure

Figure 3. Effect of Ad35K�� in Raji lymphoma xenograft
model. (A) Distribution of human CD20� Raji cells. At day 14
after intravenous Raji cell injection, femurs, spleens, and
mesenteric lymph nodes were harvested. Lymph node and
spleen sections were analyzed by immunofluorescence mi-
croscopy with FITC-labeled anti–human CD20 antibodies.
For bone sections, the Klear Mouse DAB detection kit
(Golden Bridge International Inc) was used. Positive staining
appears in brown. Specificity of staining was confirmed by
staining with corresponding isotype-matched antibodies (nega-
tive control) and antibodies specific to a human mitochondrial
marker (positive control). Representative sections are shown.
The scale bars represent 40 �m. (B) Scheme of experimental
setting no. 1. CB17-SCID/beige mice received 3 � 106 hu-
man lymphoma Raji cells by tail vein injection. Fourteen days
later, when control mice developed the first clinical symptoms,
animals were intravenously injected with Ad35K-279 or
Ad35K��. Rituximab or PBS was given intravenously 10 hours
later. In the first experiment, mice were killed 12 hours later,
and tissues were analyzed for human CD20� cells. In a
second experiment, animals were monitored every 12 hours
for onset of paralysis or morbidity, which served as the end
point for Kaplan-Meier survival studies. (C) Percentage of
human CD20� Raji cells in bone marrow and mesenteric
lymph nodes of treated mice measured by flow cytometry
(12 hours after treatment); n � 5. The differences between
rituximab and Ad35K��/rituximab are significant (P � .02) for
both, bone marrow and spleen. The differences between
Ad35K-279, Ad35K��, and rituximab are not significant.
(D) Kaplan-Meier survival study; n � 10. (E) Scheme of
experimental setting no. 2. At day 13 after lymphoma cell
injection, the first treatment cycle was started with 2 intrave-
nous injections of 50 �g of Ad35K�� 6 hours apart. Six hours
after the second Ad35K�� injection, mice received an intrave-
nous injection of 50 �g of rituximab. A second treatment cycle
was started 36 hours later. Onset of hind leg paralysis served
as an end point in survival studies. (F) Kaplan-Meier survival
study. Mice received either 1 treatment cycle [1 � (rituximab
� Ad35K��)] or 2 cycles [2 � (rituximab � Ad35K��)], or the
indicated control injections; n � 10.
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4B). As seen with Raji cells, Ad35K��/rituximab treatment
resulted in a significant reduction of huCD20� cells in all affected
tissues compared with rituximab treatment alone (P � .05 for
Ad35K��/rituximab versus all other groups; Figure 4C-D). The
median survival times for PBS-, rituximab-, and Ad35K��/
rituximab-treated mice were 25, 27, and 32 days, respectively. The
difference between PBS and rituximab (P � .046) and rituximab
and Ad35K��/rituximab (P � .02) were significant. The differ-
ences between the remaining groups were not significant.

Safety and immunogenicity of intravenous Ad35K�� injection

Because in mice the homologue of CD46 is expressed only in the
testis, transgenic mice that express huCD46 in a pattern and at
levels similar to humans are a better model for safety studies. These
CD46 transgenic mice have been used in toxicology studies for
oncolytic measles virus, whereby the outcome of these studies was
in concordance with the findings in monkeys30 and humans
(Evanthia Galanis [Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN], oral communica-
tion, American Society for Stem Cell and Gene Therapy, May
2009) indicating that CD46 transgenic mice are an adequate model
for testing CD46 ligands.

We intravenously injected the same dose of Ad35K�� that was
used in the therapy studies into huCD46 transgenic, immunocompe-
tent C57Bl/6 mice (strain MCP-8B).31 Analyses of blood cell
counts and other hematologic parameters at 16 and 48 hours after
Ad35K�� injection did not show abnormalities (supplemental
Table 1). At necropsy (day 14 after infection), no pathologic or
histologic changes were found in all organs analyzed (brain, lung,
heart, liver, kidney, intestines, bone marrow).

To assess the potential immunogenicity of Ad35K�� and the
possibility for repeated injection in settings without immunosup-
pression, we measured Ad35K��-specific antibodies in serum of
patients with cancer. None of the 20 serum samples tested
contained antibodies that reacted with either Ad35K or Ad35K��.
However, 18 serum samples contained antibodies specific to

Ad5 hexon, Ad5 fiber knob, and Ad5 penton (Figure 5A). This
outcome is not surprising. Although most humans have neutral-
izing antibodies against Ad5 virus, less than 10% of humans
have neutralizing antibodies against Ad35 virus,32 implying that
Ad35K�� can be applied at least once in most humans.
However, it is expected that injection of Ad35K�� will trigger
the production of Ad35K�� antibodies in immunocompetent
patients. In an attempt to assess whether anti-Ad35K�� antibod-
ies affect Ad35K��-mediated sensitization to rituximab therapy,
we injected Ad35K�� into huCD46 transgenic mice. We com-
pared a standard vaccination scheme involving 3 subsequent
subcutaneous Ad35K�� injections with intravenous injection of
Ad35K�� used in our in vivo studies before. Although we
detected antibodies that reacted with Ad35K�� and, to a lesser
degree, with Ad35K in mice that received Ad35K�� subcutane-
ously, no detectable antibodies were observed when Ad35K��

was given intravenously (Figure 5B). This is probably due to
inefficient uptake of Ad35K�� by antigen-presenting cells after
intravenous injection. We also used the serum from vaccinated
or naive mice together with Ad35K�� in rituximab-mediated
CDC assays. Regardless of the presence of anti-Ad35K��

antibodies, we found the same stimulating effect of Ad35K�� in
cell killing (Figure 5C). This might be because the Ad35K��

interaction with CD46 is of high affinity and cannot be disrupted
by polyclonal anti-Ad35K�� antibodies that develop in
Ad35K��-injected mice. The finding that Ad35K��-induced
antibodies reacted less with Ad35K than with Ad35K�� (see
Figure 5B) was interesting, and we speculated that small
conformational changes within the fiber knob can lead to loss or
decrease of immunogenicity.

Overall, our data in huCD46 transgenic mice indicate that
intravenous injection of Ad35K�� is safe and that repeated
Ad35K�� application can potentially have a therapeutic effect in
patients who do not receive immunosuppressive chemotherapy.

Figure 4. Effect of Ad35K�� on rituximab therapy in
Farage xenograft model. (A) Distribution of human CD20�

Farage cells. Note the follicular tumor growth, particularly in
the spleen. (B) Treatment scheme. Treatment was started
at day 21 after intravenous injection of Farage cells.
(C) Flow cytometry for huCD20 cells; n � 7. The differ-
ences between rituximab andAd35K��/rituximab are signifi-
cant for all 3 tissues (P � .03). (D) Kaplan-Meier survival
study after 1 round of treatment; n � 7.
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Discussion

We generated a mutant Ad35 fiber knob (Ad35K��) that binds to
CD46 with high affinity (0.6nM) and cross-links several CD46
molecules on the membrane of cancer cells. Ad35K�� can be
produced in soluble form in E coli and can be easily purified.
Ad35K�� binding results in transient removal of CD46 from the
surface of lymphoma cells for approximately 48 hours after
treatment. During this time period, lymphoma cells that are
normally resistant to rituximab become susceptible and can be
killed by rituximab-mediated CDC in vitro. We then demonstrated
in 2 murine lymphoma models that rituximab plus Ad35K��

achieved superior antitumor effects and animal survival compared
with animals treated with rituximab alone.

Although a role of complement is clearly supported by data
from in vitro and xenograft models,1-6 the relevance of CDC in
rituximab therapy in clinical settings is still controversial.
Indirect proof of a role of CDC comes from clinical studies that
show the consumption of human complement after rituximab
administration.33,34 In addition, preclinical studies showed that
the antilymphoma effect of rituximab activity was completely
abolished in C57Bl/6 mice lacking C1q, showing the role of
complement activation in rituximab therapy in mice.1 It is,
however, undisputed that CDC plays a part in mediating the
efficacy of rituximab through its ability to enhance antibody-
dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity, immune effector cell
chemotaxis, and activation of antitumor T-cell responses.33

A critical role of CDC in mAb therapy is also acknowledged by
the fact that several biotechnology companies develop newer
mAbs with increased ability to activate CDC,35 such as ofatu-
mumab, another CD20-specific mAb.36 Furthermore, a role of
CDC in tumor cell killing has been reported for alemtuzumab
(an anti-CD52 mAb), which is used for treatment of chronic
lymphocytic leukemia,37 for gemtuzumab (an anti-CD33 mAb),
used for treatment of acute myeloid leukemia,38 as well as for
panitumumab and cetuximab (anti-EGFR mAbs), used for the
treatment of colon cancer.39 Overall, this indicates that the
Ad35K��-based adjuvants approach has implications in mAb
therapy beyond the combination with rituximab.

We demonstrated therapeutic efficacy of Ad35K��/rituximab
treatment in immunodeficient mice, indicating that T and B cells
are not involved in tumor cell killing. This suggests that the
Ad35K��/rituximab approach will also be efficient in immunosup-
pressed patients, ie, patients who receive chemotherapy. Notably,
the combination of rituximab with myeloreductive chemotherapy is
often used clinically and has been shown to prolong progression-
free survival in patients with NHL.40 However, chemotherapy is
also associated with leukopenia and proneness to infection; there-
fore, approaches to increase rituximab efficacy without the need of
immunosuppression are desirable. Although our preliminary data
suggest that polyclonal anti-Ad35K�� antibodies cannot interfere
with the high-affinity interaction between Ad35K�� and CD46 on
lymphoma cells, it remains to be tested whether repeated Ad35K��/
rituximab application is efficient in immunocompetent models.
This, however, requires the generation of double transgenic huCD20/
CD46 mice and syngeneic lymphoma cells. Ultimately, this model
would also be required for dose-response studies in preparation of
potential clinical trials.

Rituximab/NHS also killed primary CD20�-PBMCs, which
was enhanced by preincubation with Ad35K��. This side effect has
to be considered in clinical settings. However, the enhancing effect
of Ad35K�� on rituximab killing of primary B cells has practical
implications because rituximab is currently used in patients to treat
autoimmune diseases41,42 and acute antibody-mediated rejection of
transplants.43 Ad35K�� injection did not cause toxic side effects
after intravenous injection into C57Bl/6 transgenic mice expressing
human CD46 in a pattern and at a level similar to humans. Because
the murine analog of human CD46 is only expressed in the testes of
these mice and because it is unknown whether huCD46 prevents
CDC in mice, the lack of toxicity by Ad35K�� in our studies does
not necessarily predict its safety in humans. Studies on PBMCs and
CD20� primary human cells have shown, however, that incubation
with Ad35K��/NHS caused only minimal toxicity, although
Ad35K�� treatment of PBMCs triggered the removal of CD46

Figure 5. Immunogenicity of Ad35K��. (A) Analysis of Ad knob-specific
antibodies in serum from patients with cancer. Recombinant Ad5 hexon, Ad5
knob, Ad35K, and Ad35K�� as well as denaturated Ad5 particles were separated
by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and stained with Coomassie blue (left). The
proteins were plotted to nitrocellulose filter, which were incubated with human
serum and subsequently with mouse anti–human immunoglobulin G–HRP conju-
gates (right). Human serum reacted with multimeric Ad5 hexon, trimeric Ad5
knobs, and virion pentons (� 70- and 80-kDa bands) but not with Ad35K or
Ad35K��. Shown is a representative sample. (B) Analysis of knob antibodies in
serum from mice that were injected subcutaneously with Ad35K�� (Ad35K��

vacc) or injected intravenously with Ad35K�� (Ad35K�� i.v.). Shown are represen-
tative samples. Photographs were taken with a digital Panasonic Lumix TZ-3
camera and processed in Adobe Photoshop. (C) Effect of anti-Ad35K�� serum on
rituximab-mediated CDC. Raji cells were preincubated with mouse serum at a
final dilution of 1:20 for 10 minutes at room temperature. Control serum was from
normal mice. Test serum was from vaccinated mice that received subcutaneous
Ad35K�� vaccinations. Then, 25 ng/mL Ad35K or Ad35K�� was added for
10 hours, followed by incubation with 15 �g/mL rituximab. CDC was induced
30 minutes later by adding NHS. Viable cells were counted 3 hours later. Shown
are the mean values and SDs; n � 5.
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from the cell surface. Notably, human PBMCs, in contrast to Raji
cells, express high levels of 2 other membrane complement
regulatory proteins, CD55 and CD59, which can protect them from
CDC (data not shown). Furthermore, the density of CD46 on
primary cells is at least one order of magnitude lower than on
lymphoma cells (supplemental Figure 1). Subsequent to incubation
with Ad35K��, the mean CD46 fluorescence intensity decreased
only 1.97 plus or minus 0.21-fold on PBMCs, whereas it declined
by 7.54 plus or minus 0.35-fold on Raji cells. Note that we used an
Ad35K�� concentration in our in vitro assay (5 � 108 Ad35K��

knob molecules per cell; see supplemental Figure 4) that is unlikely
to be achieved after intravenous Ad35K�� injection in vivo.

Measles virus can cause immunosuppression either by direct
binding of the virus to CD46 or by interaction of C3b/C4b-
opsonized immune complexes with CD46. However, this mecha-
nism cannot be generalized to all CD46-interacting ligands. The
outcome of CD46 ligation depends on the CD46 isoform with
which the ligand interacts as well as the domain within CD46
that is used for binding. In addition, to generate immunosup-
pressive T cells, the ligation of both the T-cell receptor and
CD46 is required. Studies in transgenic mice and nonhuman
primates showed that injection of anti-CD46 mAbs as well
as CD46-targeting Ad5/35 or Ad35 virus vectors had no
detrimental effects on the host’s immune system,31,44-46 suggest-
ing that the Ad35K��/rituximab approach will not cause
immunosuppression.

In summary, this preclinical study shows efficacy and safety of a
new approach to enhance rituximab-based therapy of lymphoma

and, potentially, of autoimmune diseases and transplant rejection.
Considering the central role of CDC in mAb cancer therapy,
Ad35K�� might also be beneficial in combination with other mAbs
specific to other types of cancer.
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